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QUESTION 1

A startup company is looking for a solution for processing of data transmitted by the IOT devices fitted to transport
vehicles that carry frozen foods. The data should be consumed and processed in real time. The processed data should
be archived to OCI Object Storage bucket. and use Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW) to handle analytics. Which
architecture will help you meet this requirement? 

A. Use OCI Streaming Service to collect the incoming biometric data. Use an open source Hadoop cluster to analyze
the data horn streaming service. Store the results to OCI Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW) to handle complex
analytics 

B. Use OCI Streaming Service to collect the incoming biometric data. Use Oracle Functions to process the date and
show the results on a real-time dashboard and store the results lo OCI Object Storage Store the data In OCI
Autonomous Data warehouse (ADW) to handle analytics. 

C. Create an OCI Object Storage bucket to collect the incoming biometric data from the smart pet collar Fetch the data
horn OC\ Object storage to OCI Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) every day and run analytics Jobs with it 

D. Launch an open source Hadoop cluster to collect the Incoming biometrics data Use an Open source Fluentd cluster
to analyze the- data me results to OCI Autonomous Transaction Processing (ADW)to handle complex analytics 

Correct Answer: B 

Real-time processing of high-volume streams of data 

-OCI Streaming service provides a fully managed, scalable, durable storage option for continuous, highvolume streams
of data that you can consume and process in real-time 

-Use cases Log and Event data collection Web/Mobile activity data ingestion IoT Data streaming for processing and
alerts Messaging: use streaming to decouple components of large systems 

-Oracle managed service with REST APIs (Create, Put, Get, Delete) 

-Integrated Monitoring 

 

QUESTION 2

You are trying to troubleshoot the configuration of your Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Load Balancing service. You
have a backend HTTP service for which you have created a backend set in the load balancer. You have configured
health checks for the backend set. Although the health checks appear good, customers sometimes experience
transaction failures. Which of the following options will definitely lead to this problem? 

A. You are NOT using regional subnets in your Virtual Cloud Network. With Availability Domain (AD) specific subnet. the
compute instances of the backend service running in the subnet have issues when the AD is down. 

B. You are using OCI Domain Name System. You have misconfigured the \\'A\\' record with the wrong IP address
leading to requests not getting routed correctly. 

C. You are using iSCI for block volume attachment to the compute instances in your backed HTTP service. TCP/IP
configuration of your block volume attachment is not configured correctly, leading to issues in your backend service. 

D. You are running a TCP-level health check against your HTTP service. The TCP handshake can succeed and indicate
that the service is up even when the HTTP service has issues. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A FinTech startup is developing a new blockchain based application to provide Smart Contracts using micro-services
architecture. The development team is planning to deploy the application using containers and looking for a reliable way
to build, deploy and manage their cloud-native application. Additionally, they need an easy way to store, share and
manage their application artifacts. Which option should you recommend for this application? 

A. Install and manage a Kubernetes cluster on OCI Compute Instances and use OCI Resource Manager for
management of application artifacts 

B. Use and OCI Resource Manager to manage cloud-native application and make the application artifacts available
using OCI Functions 

C. Use Oracle Container Engine for Kubernetes (OKE) to manage of cloud-native applications and OCI Registry for
application artifacts 

D. Use Oracle Container Engine for Kubernetes (OKE) to manage the deployment environment and OCI Functions for
application artifacts 

Correct Answer: C 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Container Engine for Kubernetes is a fully-managed, scalable, and highly available service
that you can use to deploy your containerized applications to the cloud. Use Container Engine for Kubernetes
(sometimes abbreviated to just OKE) when your development team wants to reliably build, deploy, and manage cloud-
native applications. You specify the compute resources that your applications require, and Container Engine for
Kubernetes provisions them on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure in an existing OCI tenancy. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
Registry is an Oracle-managed registry that enables you to simplify your development to production workflow. Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure Registry makes it easy for you as a developer to store, share, and manage development artifacts
like Docker images. And the highly available and scalable architecture of Oracle Cloud Infrastructure ensures you can
reliably deploy your applications. So you don\\'t have to worry about operational issues, or scaling the underlying
infrastructure. 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has an urgent requirement to migrate 300 TB of data to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) In two weeks.
Their data center has been recently struck by a massive hurricane and the building has been badly damaged, although
still operational. They have a 100 Mbps Internet line but the connection is Intermittent due to the damages caused to the
electrical grid in this scenario, what is the most effective service to use to migrate the data to OCI given the time
constraints? 

A. Setup a OCI Storage Gateway to connect your data center and your VCN. Once the connection has been
established, upload all data to OCI using OCI Storage Gateway Cloud Sync tool. 

B. Setup a hybrid network by launching aIGbpsFastConnect virtual circuit between your data center and OCI. Use OCI
Object storage multipart upload tool to automate the migration of your data to OCI. 

C. Use multiple OCI Data Transfer Appliances to transfer data to OCI. 

D. Upload the data to OCI using OCI Object Storage multipart upload tool. 

E. Storage Gateway to connect your data center and your VCN. Once the connection has been established, upload all
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data to OCI. 

Correct Answer: C 

Due to the network speed is not good enough and the connection is Intermittent due to the damages caused to the
electrical grid Oracle offers offline data transfer solutions that let you migrate data to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. You
have 2 Options of Data Transfer DISK-BASED DATA TRANSFER You send your data as files on encrypted commodity
disk to an Oracle transfer site. Operators at the Oracle transfer site upload the files into your designated Object Storage
bucket in your tenancy. APPLIANCE-BASED DATA TRANSFER you send your data as files on secure, high-capacity,
Oracle-supplied storage appliances to an Oracle transfer site. Operators at the Oracle transfer site upload the data into
your designated Object Storage bucket in your tenancy. 

 

QUESTION 5

The Finance department of your company has reached out to you. They have customer sensitive data on 

compute Instances In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) which they want to store in OCI Storage for long 

term retention and archival. 

To meet security requirements they want to ensure this data is NOT transferred over public internet, even if 

encrypted. 

which they want to store In OCI Object Storage fin long term retention and archival To meet security 

requirements they want to ensure this data is NOT transferred over public Internet, even it encrypted. 

Which option meets this requirements? 

A. Configure a NAT instance and all traffic between compute In Private subnet should use this NAT instance with
Private IP as the route target. 

B. Use NAT gateway with appropriate route table when transferring data. Then use NAT gateways\\' toggle (on/off) once
data transfer is complete. 

C. Use Service gateway with appropriate route table. 

D. Use Storage gateway with appropriate firewall rule. 

Correct Answer: C 

Service Gateway is virtual router that you can add to your VCN. It provides a path for private network traffic between
your VCN and supported services in the Oracle Services Network like Object Storage) so compute Instances in a
private subnet in your VCN can back up data to Object Storage without needing public IP addresses or access to the
intern 
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